The paper presents an analysis of homogeneous long-term photometric observations of 28 well-known weak-line T Tauri stars (WTTS) and 60 WTTS candidates detected by the ROSAT observatory in the direction of the Taurus-Auriga starforming region. 22 known WTTS and 39 WTTS candidates are shown to exhibit periodic light variations that are attributable to the phenomenon of spotted rotational modulation. The rotation periods of these spotted stars lie within the range from 0.5 to 10 days. Significant differences between the long-term photometric behaviors of known WTTS and WTTS candidates have been found. We have calculated accurate luminosities, radii, masses, and ages for 74 stars. About 33% of the sample of WTTS candidates have ages younger than 10 Myr. The mean distance to 24 WTTS candidates with reliable estimates of their radii is shown to be 143 ± 26 pc. This is in excellent agreement with the adopted distance to the Taurus-Auriga star-forming region.
INTRODUCTION
The all-sky survey with the ROSAT X-ray space observatory has revealed a large number of magnetically active late-type stars in the neighborhoods of star-forming regions. In particular, Wichmann et al. (1996) identified 76 candidates for T Tauri stars (TTS) toward the Taurus-Auriga star-forming region (SFR). Subsequently, Wichmann et al. (2000) undertook a detailed study of 58 TTS candidates based on high-resolution echelle spectroscopy and proper motions. They found that about 60% of this sample could be regarded as pre-main-sequence (PMS) stars, while the remaining stars are probably zero-age main-sequence (ZAMS) stars. Bouvier et al. (1997) undertook the first photometric monitoring of 58 stars from Wichmann's list to measure their rotation periods. They found the photometric periods for 18 stars. Subsequently, Broeg et al. (2006) investigated 10 spectroscopic binaries from Wichmann's list. They confirmed the periods for four stars and were the first to detect periodicities for six objects. Concurrently, Xing et al. (2006) reported the detection of periods for three more stars.
Owing to these works, the number of stars from Wichmann's list with known rotation periods increased to 27. Grankin et al. (2007a) undertook a long-term photometric study of 39 objects from Wichmann's list during several observing seasons and were able to find periodic light variations for 22 stars for the first time. This result allowed the number of stars from Wichmann's list with known periods to be almost doubled.
Thus, on the one hand, there are long-term photometric measurements for 28 young stars in the Taurus-Auriga SFR with a known evolutionary status (see Grankin et al. 2008 ); 22 stars from this group exhibit periodic light variations (below, they will be mentioned as wellknown WTTS or stars from Grankin's list). On the other hand, there are such data for 60 magnetically active stars with a controversial evolutionary status (WTTS candidates or stars from Wichmann's list); 39 stars from this second group exhibit periodic light variations (see Grankin et al. 2007a) .
In this paper, we use homogeneous long-term photometry for 28 well-known WTTS from Grankin's list and 60 WTTS candidates from Wichmann's list to determine their basic physical parameters and to improve the data on these magnetically active stars in the Taurus-Auriga SFR.
OBSERVATIONS
All our broadband BV R observations for the stars from Wichmann's list were obtained at the Maidanak Astronomical Observatory (longitude E4 h 27 m 47 s ; latitude +38 o 41 ′ ; altitude 2709 m). For our long-term monitoring, we selected 62 stars with V < 14.
m 4. More than 5000 BV R magnitudes were obtained for these objects in the period between 1994 and 2006. All our observations were performed with three telescopes (one 0.48-m and two 0.6-m reflectors) using identical single-channel pulse-counting photometers with FEU-79 photomultiplier tubes. A detailed description of the observing and data reduction technique can be found in Grankin et al. (2008) .
The results of the Maidanak program of homogeneous long-term photometry for 62 WTTS candidates from Wichmann's list are presented in Table 1 . The columns in Table 1 give: the star number in Wichmann's list, the star name, the epoch of observations, the number of observing seasons (N s ), the number of observations in the V band (N obs ), the mean brightness level (V m ) and its seasonal standard deviation (σ Vm ), the mean photometric amplitude (∆V , averaged over all seasons) and its seasonal standard deviation (σ ∆V ), and the mean colors B−V and V −R. The series of statistical parameters given in the last six columns was determined and discussed in detail previously (see Grankin et al. 2007b Grankin et al. , 2008 .
BASIC PHOTOMETRIC PROPERTIES
The stars of our sample exhibit a low variability level. Analysis of the mean variability amplitude distribution (histogram) in the V band for 60 WTTS candidates from Wichmann's list showed that it is sharp-pointed, with ∆V in the range from 0. m 05 to 0. m 30. Indeed, most of the stars in this sample exhibit small variability amplitudes (between 0. m 05 and 0. m 15) and only two stars (3%) have mean amplitudes in the V band larger than 0. m 2. The maximum of the distribution lies near 0. m 1. Here and below, we excluded two stars (N9 and N72) from our analysis, because their photometric variability was not caused by rotational modulation. More detailed information about these two stars will be given in the section devoted to the results of our periodogram analysis. 
PERIODOGRAM ANALYSIS
We used three different methods to find the rotation periods: the χ 2 technique, the "stringlength" algorithm, and the Lomb-Scargle periodogram analysis (for more detailed information, see Grankin et al. 2008 ). The existence of spurious periods is the main problem that we faced when searching for periodic light variations. As a rule, we observed each object once in a night over 1-2 months during each season. Such a distribution of observations in time gives rise to the so-called spurious periods (Tanner 1948) . Both true and spurious periods produce exactly equivalent (in the statistical sense) folded light curves. Two or three magnitude estimates should be obtained during one night to determine the true period. Such intense observations were performed for 42 stars from Wichmann's list. For each selected star, we made two or three BV R measurements during each night. The availability of several short-term monitorings allowed us to calculate the rate of change in the brightness of a star (∆V /∆t) and to find the true periodicity among the whole set of spurious periods. In addition, such an observing technique revealed short periods (P <1 days). Figure 1 presents an example of the phase light curves for star N50 from Wichmann's list. We found two most probable periods for this star in the 2003 observations: 0.600 (Fig. 1a ) and 1.506 days (Fig. 1b) . One of them is true and the other is spurious. Owing to the monitoring observations performed in 2006, we were able to show that the shorter period is true. To reveal the true periods for the stars without monitoring observations, we used a statistical method based on Monte Carlo simulations (A. Nemec and J. Nemec 1985) . To guarantee a reliable significance level, we established a minimum number of permutations equal to 1000. The periods were searched for in the interval from 0.5 to 20 days. If the false alarm probability was between 0.00 and 0.01, then the period was considered true with a 95% confidence.
RESULTS OF OUR PERIODOGRAM ANALYSIS
As a result of the periodogram analysis of our long-term observations for the stars from Wichmann's list, periodic light variations were detected for the first time in 22 stars and their periods were improved for 19 more objects. Preliminary data on the rotation periods of 22 stars can be found in Grankin et al. (2007a) . Table 2 presents information only about those 19 objects for which the previously published rotation periods were confirmed or improved. The columns in Table 2 present the star number in Wichmann's list, the star name, the minimum and maximum amplitudes of periodic light variations (∆V min and ∆V max ), and the period.
Two stars show periodic light variations that are not produced by spotted rotational modulation. As is already well known, the first star, RX J0408.2+1956, is an eclipsing binary with a period of 3.01 days (see Bouvier et al. 1997; Broeg et al. 2006 ). Four observing seasons allowed the period to be improved. It is limited by P = 3.0093 ± 0.0001 days. The heliocentric epoch of minimum is HJD min = 2449658.40. The second star, RX J0457.0+3142, is also known as V501 Aur. Its photometric period is close to 56 days and this is most likely not the rotation period (see Grankin et al. 2008 ). We will disregard these two objects, because we are planning to discuss the periods attributable only to rotational modulation. 
ROTATIONAL MODULATION
Thirty nine stars from Wichmann's sample show periodic light variations during one or more seasons. To increase our sample of magnetically active stars with known rotation periods, we used data for 22 WTTS from Grankin et al. (2008) . Owing to such a combination, the sample of stars with known rotation periods toward the Taurus-Auriga SFR reached 61 objects. Analysis of the distribution (histogram) of rotation periods for 61 stars from the combined list showed that the rotation periods lie within the range from 0.5 to 10 days. In this case, 50 stars (∼82%) exhibit periodic variations in the range from 0.5 to 4.5 days and only 11 stars (∼18%) have rather long rotation periods in the range from 5 to 10 days. Below, we will call these two groups of stars rapidly and slowly rotating ones. The distribution of periods among the rapidly rotating stars has a noticeable deficit of objects with periods of about 2 days. This deficit is noticeable both among the stars from Wichmann's list and among the stars from Grankin's list. Analysis of our long-term observations revealed significant differences between the photometric behaviors of WTTS from Grankin's and Wichmann's lists. Among the 22 spotted WTTS from Grankin's list, there are six stars with record amplitudes of periodic light variations reaching 0.
m 4 − 0. m 8. in the V band. All these six most active stars show stability of the phase of minimum light (ϕ min ) over 5-19 years of observations (Grankin et al. 2008 ).
We performed a similar analysis for our long-term observations of 39 spotted stars from Wichmann's list and could not find the objects among them that exhibited stability of ϕ min over 6-11 years or that showed significant photometric variability amplitudes as did the known WTTS. The maximum amplitude of periodic light variations observed in the stars from Wichmann's list was no more than 0. m 28 (star N7). And only two objects (N63 and N75) show stability of ϕ min over 3-4 seasons (see Fig. 2 There is one more significant difference between the photometric behaviors of WTTS from Grankin's list and Wichmann's lists. The stars from Wichmann's list exhibit periodic light variations not so often as do WTTS. As a criterion for the frequency of occurrence of a periodicity, we used a simple parameter f = (N p /N t ) × 100%, where N p is the number of observing seasons with periodic light variations and N t is the total number of observing seasons. Thus, the most active WTTS mentioned above show periodic variations in almost every observing season, i.e., f = 90 − 100%. Other, less active WTTS exhibit periodic variations with a mean frequency of 68%.
In contrast, the mean frequency of occurrence of periodic variations in the stars from Wichmann's list does not exceed 50%, i.e., periodic variations are observed in half the observing seasons. Only five stars showed a fairly frequent occurrence of periodic variations: N63, N75, N28, N67, and N32, with f = 83, 73, 67, 67, and 64%, respectively. We hypothesize that such significant differences in the photometric behavior of WTTS from Grankin's and Wichmann's lists stem from the fact that these two subgroups of stars show different activity levels and/or have slightly different ages.
DETERMINATION OF STELLAR PROPERTIES
To place the object under study on the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram and to estimate its mass and age, its effective temperature and bolometric luminosity should be determined with the maximum possible accuracy.
Effective Temperature
We estimated T eff from the spectral types reported by Wichmann et al. (1996) using the temperature calibration between the spectral type and T eff for main-sequence stars from Tokunaga (2000) . Before choosing this calibration, we analyzed several different temperature scales for main-sequence stars from Bessell (1991), Cohen and Kuhi (1979) , de Jager and Nieuwenhuijzen (1987), Kenyon and Hartmann (1995) , and Tokunaga (2000) . The general form of these scales is shown in Fig. 3 , where the T eff -spectral type diagram is presented. A detailed description of these scales and estimates of their intrinsic errors can be found in Ammler et al. (2005) . Analysis showed that the systematic shifts between different temperature scales could reach 160-210 K and 220-260 K for spectral types G4-G9 and M4-M7, respectively. In this case, the intrinsic errors of the temperature scales are comparable to these systematic shifts (see Table  2 in Ammler et al. (2005)). To choose the most acceptable temperature scale from these five scales, we used experimental data on the temperatures and spectral types of 43 G0-M4.5 dwarfs from Torres et al. (2010) . All these stars are the components of noninteracting eclipsing binaries for which the mass and radius are known with an accuracy of ±3% or better. Torres et al. (2010) point out that T eff for these stars have typical errors of ∼ 2%. We sorted these 43 stars according their spectral types and calculated the mean T eff for each individual subtype. In Fig. 3 , these mean T eff are designated by the white circles. A further analysis showed that the mean T eff calculated from the experimental data from Torres et al. (2010) agree with the temperature calibration from Tokunaga (2000) much better than with the remaining calibrations. Indeed, the scatter of mean T eff relative to the calibration from Tokunaga (2000) is minimal, with an error of ±85 K. In Fig. 3 , the calibration from Tokunaga (2000) is designated by the black circles connected by the solid line.
Wichmann et al. (2000) estimate the accuracy of the spectral classification for bright stars to be about ±0.8 subtype for G and K stars and about ±0.5 subtype for M stars. If we use the temperature calibration from Tokunaga (2000) and take the uncertainty in the spectral classification for faint stars to be ±1 subtype, then the corresponding uncertainty in T eff will be ±50 K for G1-G6 stars, ±100 K for G7-K1, ±195 K for K2-K6, ±90 K for K7-M0, and ±160 K for M1-M6.
Bolometric Luminosity
As a rule, the stellar bolometric luminosity (L bol ) is very difficult to determine, because T Tauri stars often have optical and near-infrared excesses attributable to the presence of accretion disks. In our case, these problems do not arise, because the objects of our sample show neither infrared excesses nor optical excess emission. This implies that we can determine L bol by assuming the entire flux in the V and R bands to come from the stellar photosphere and calculate the extinction A V from the color excess as Finally, L bol was calculated using the well-known formula log(L * /L ⊙ ) = −0.4(V max − A V + BC + 5 − 5 log r − 4.72), where BC is the bolometric correction from Hartigan et al. (1994) and r is the mean distance to the Taurus-Auriga SFR (140 pc).
Sources of Errors in the Luminosity Estimate
There are several sources of significant errors in the L bol estimates: inaccurate photometry, physical photometric variability, inaccurate spectral classification and T eff estimation, errors in the adopted colors for main-sequence dwarfs, the presence of an unresolved component in the binary system, the lack of reliable information about the distance to the object under study, and others. A detailed discussion of the possible errors and the degree of their influence on the determination of physical parameters for stars can be found in Hartigan et al. (1994) .
To estimate the magnitude V max and the V − R color, we used highly accurate homogeneous long-term photometry data obtained at the Maidanak Astronomical Observatory, which is known for its excellent astroclimate (see, e.g., Ehgamberdiev et al. 2000) . Therefore, V max and V −R were determined with a high accuracy, at least a few thousandths of a magnitude. Owing to such a photometric accuracy, we detected periodic light variations with amplitudes of the order of 0. m 03 − 0. m 05 in the V band, for example, for RX J0441.8+2658 (see Fig. 1 ). Thus, the photometric error makes a minor contribution to the error in L bol .
The photometric variability of the stars from our sample is attributable primarily to the existence of extended cool spots. As has been shown above, the stars of our sample exhibit a small variability amplitude between 0. m 05 and 0. m 15. To minimize the influence of photometric variability, we used the maximum brightness (V max ) and the corresponding color (V − R). Indeed, at the time of maximum light the visible stellar surface is least covered with spots. Therefore, its brightness and color most closely correspond to a pure photosphere. Thus, we minimized the influence of photometric variability on the L bol estimate.
Considerably more serious errors can be caused by the possible existence of an unresolved secondary component and the uncertainty in the adopted distance. Thus, the uncertainty due to unresolved binary systems can imply that we overestimate L bol by a factor of 2 in the worst case. A no less serious problem is related to the uncertainty in the distance. Since the evolutionary status of the stars from our sample is still unclear and is being actively discussed, their membership in the Taurus-Auriga SFR has not been proven. Therefore, we cannot assert with confidence that all stars of our sample are at a mean distance of 140 pc. Thus, according to Hipparcos data, the distance to RX J0406.7+2018 (star N6) is 156 pc, while the distance to RXJ0441.8+2658 (star N50) is only 115 pc. This implies that, depending on the adopted distance (140 or 156 pc in the former case and 140 or 115 pc in the latter case), the relative error in L bol can reach tens of percent. The uncertainty in the distances to these two stars can lead to an error in log L bol of the order of ±0.1 − 0.17 dex.
log T eff 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8 3. However, there are seven stars located slightly below the main relation. We designated them by the black and gray triangles (N19, N38, N49, N51, N61, N65, and TAP 49). Since these stars are most likely located appreciably farther than 140 pc, L bol were underestimated for them.
Radius
The stellar radii were determined by several methods. First, we estimated the radii (R bol ) using T eff and L bol .
Second, we used the ratio from Kervella and Fouqué (2008) . These authors gathered the existing interferometric measurements and broadband photometry of the nearest dwarfs and subgiants and obtained polynomial relations between the angular diameters of these stars and their visible colors. In particular, they showed that the angular diameter could be estimated with an accuracy of at least 5%. We estimated the stellar radii (R KF ) using the Kervella-Fouqué calibration by assuming the mean distance to the Taurus-Auriga SFR to be ≈ 140 pc. The stellar radii determined by these two methods are compared in Fig. 5a . The estimated radii are in good agreement with the mean ratio R KF /R bol = 1.004 ± 0.012.
There is one more possibility for an independent estimation of the stellar radii without using the distance, L bol , and T eff . For the stars with measured v sin i and known rotation periods P rot , we can estimate the radii as R sin i = (P rot × v sin i)/2π. In Fig. 5b , R bol are compared with R sin i. Since sin i ≤ 1, the following relation must hold: R sin i ≤ R bol . The dashed line corresponds to the condition R sin i = R bol . It can be seen from the figure that this condition holds for most of the stars, with the exception of two stars from Wichmann's list (N52 and N55) and three stars from Grankin's list (LkCa 3, V410 Tau, and V836 Tau). They lie well above the dashed line and are designated by the black and gray squares, respectively. Since R sin i are known with greater reliability than R bol , it should be recognized that R bol were grossly underestimated for these five stars. There are two possible reasons for this underestimation: either the distance to these objects is greater than 140 pc or V max used to calculate R bol were underestimated. If these five stars are assumed to be seen face-on, i.e., sin i = 1, then the minimum admissible distance to these objects cannot be less than 225, 161, 160, 165, and 168 pc, respectively.
However, this assumption is unacceptable for V410 Tau, because the distance to this object is known with a good accuracy and does not exceed 137±17 pc (Bertout and Genova 2006) . The discrepancy between R bol and R sin i suggests that even when we observe the star in its brightest state, it still has significant spots on the visible surface. In other words, the true "unspotted" magnitude of this star can be brighter than V max = 10. m 57. In particular, Grankin (1999) calculated the absolute unspotted magnitude of V410 Tau, which is brighter than the recorded V max by 0. m 33. In this case, R bol ≃ 2.6R ⊙ , which corresponds to R sin i at a mean distance of about 140 pc. A similar explanation of the discrepancy between R bol and R sin i can also be valid for V836 Tau, whose photosphere is heavily spotted (Grankin 1998 ).
There are two other stars (N28 and N50) for which R bol is considerably larger than R sin i. They are located in the lower part of the figure and are designated by the black triangles. It may well be that L bol and R bol were overestimated for these two objects because of the distance overestimation or due to the existence of unresolved components. According to Hipparcos data, the distance to star N50 is 115 ± 18 pc. If we estimate R bol for this distance, then the star will be displaced on the plot leftward, closer to the main group of stars (cross). It may well be that the second star (N28) also lies at a closer distance. On the other hand, Kohler and Leinert (1998) reported that star N28 consists of four components, while star N50 is a triple system. Therefore, R bol could be overestimated, because the contribution from several fairly bright components was ignored.
For a randomly oriented sample of stars, the mean sin i = π/4 and the stellar radius can be estimated as R Thus, we were able to identify 24 objects with reliable R ′ rot estimates and known rotation periods among the stars from Wichmann's list. Note that these estimates do not depend on the adopted distance. Since the distance plays a key role in determining L bol , we attempted to estimate the mean distance to these 24 stars using reliable R ′ rot estimates. Initially, we calculated the luminosities of these stars using R ′ rot , T eff , and the Stefan-Boltzmann law. Subsequently, we estimated the distance to each star using V max and A V . Finally, we calculated the mean distance to these 24 stars using the individual distance estimates. The mean distance to these stars turned out to be 143 ± 26 pc and to be in excellent agreement with the adopted distance to the Taurus-Auriga SFR. Consequently, we can assert that using the distance r = 140 pc is quite justified when calculating the basic physical parameters of the stars from Wichmann's list.
Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram
To estimate the masses and ages of the magnetically active stars, we used the grid of evolutionary tracks for pre-main-sequence stars computed by Siess et al. (2000) . The Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagrams are presented in Fig. 7 . For greater clarity, we show two separate HR diagrams: one for the stars with reliable rotation periods (P rot ) and v sin i (Fig. 7a) and the other for the stars without reliable P rot or v sin i (Fig. 7b) . For comparison, the diagram also shows the positions of known WTTS from Grankin's list (gray color). The errors in the mass and age depend on the uncertainties in T eff and L bol adopted in this study and on the object's position on the HR diagram. The error in the mass is ±0.1 M ⊙ and ±0.2 M ⊙ for the objects on convective and radiative tracks, respectively. The error in the age is of the order of ±1 − 4 Myr. The stars from Wichmann's list have masses in the range from 0.4 M ⊙ to 2.2 M ⊙ and ages from 1.5 to 100 Myr. About 33% of the stars have ages younger than 10 Myr. Seven stars lie well below the main sequence on the HR diagram. Their optical spectra exhibit the Hα line in absorption and they are G6-G8 dwarfs (only one star is of spectral type K2). For these seven stars to be above the main sequence, their log L bol must be corrected by more than 0.30-0.55 dex and, consequently, they must be located at distances of ∽ 200-280 pc.
All of the basic parameters for the stars from Wichmann's and Grankin's lists and the intermediate data used for their calculations are presented in Tables 3 and 4 , respectively. The stars without reliable data on their luminosities, radii, masses, and ages are presented in Table  5 . The rotation periods were taken from Grankin et al. (2007a Grankin et al. ( , 2008 and Table 2 
CONCLUSIONS
We analyzed homogeneous long-term photometric observations of 28 well-known WTTS in the Taurus-Auriga SFR from Grankin's list (see Grankin et al. 2008 ) and 60 WTTS candidates from Wichmann's list (see Wichmann et al. 1996) m 06). We showed that 39 stars from Wichmann's list exhibit periodic light variations attributable to the phenomenon of spotted rotational modulation. We analyzed the rotation periods for 39 stars from Wichmann's list and 22 well-known WTTS from Grankin's list. Owing to this combination, the sample of magnetically active stars with known rotation periods toward the Taurus-Auriga SFR reached 61 objects. The rotation periods of the magnetically active stars lie within the range from 0.5 to 10 days; 50 stars (∼ 82%) exhibit periodic variations within the range from 0.5 to 4.5 days and only 11 stars (∼ 18%) have fairly long rotation periods in the range from 5 to 10 days.
We found significant differences between the long-term photometric behaviors of 22 WTTS from Grankin's list and 39 stars from Wichmann's list. There are no very active stars that would exhibit large amplitudes of periodic light variations and stability of the phase of minimum light among the objects from Wichmann's list. In addition, the stars from Wichmann's list exhibit periodic light variations not so often as do the known WTTS. Thus, the most active WTTS from Grankin's list show periodic variations in almost every observing season, i.e., with a frequency f = 90 − 100%. Other, less active WTTS exhibit periodic variations with a mean frequency of ∼ 68%. In contrast, the mean detection frequency of periodic variations in the stars from Wichmann's list does not exceed 50%, i.e., periodic light variations are observed in no more than half the observing seasons. We hypothesize that such differences in the photometric behavior of the known WTTS and stars from Wichmann's list are explained by the fact that these two subgroups of stars show different activity levels and/or have slightly different ages.
For all stars, we estimated T eff using the temperature calibration from Tokunaga (2000) . We showed that the errors in the effective temperature could reach ±50 K for G1-G6 stars, ±100 K for G7-K1, ±195 K for K2-K6, ±90 K for K7-M0, and ±160 K for M1-M6.
We calculated the stellar luminosity L bol by assuming all stars to be at the mean distance of the Taurus-Auriga SFR. We discussed the various sources of errors in the L bol estimates and attempted to minimize some of these errors. We showed that the errors in log L bol could reach ±0.1 − 0.17 dex. Using the T eff − L bol diagram constructed for 190 stars from Torres et al. (2010) with well-known T eff and L bol , we were able to reveal seven stars with definitely underestimated L bol .
The stellar radii were estimated by three different methods: using L bol and T eff (R bol ), using the Kervella-Fouqué ratio (R KF ), and via P rot and v sin i (R ′ rot ). The estimates of R bol and R KF were shown to be in excellent agreement. We revealed five stars with overestimated R bol (R bol ≫ R sin i) and two stars with underestimated R bol (R bol ≪ R sin i). The possible causes of the discrepancies between R bol and R sin i for these seven stars were discussed. The estimates of R bol and R ′ rot for the stars with known rotation periods P rot and v sin i were shown to be in excellent agreement with the mean ratio R ′ rot /R bol = 1.125 ± 0.096. We revealed ten stars with small inclinations (sin i ≪ π/4) for which R ′ rot were definitely underestimated. For the remaining 24 stars from Wichmann's list with reliable estimates of R ′ rot , we calculated the individual distances. The mean distance to these stars was shown to be 143 ± 26 pc, which is in excellent agreement with the adopted distance to the Taurus-Auriga SFR.
The stellar masses and ages were determined for all stars with reliable luminosities. The stars from Wichmann's list were found to have masses in the range from 0.4 M ⊙ to 2.2 M ⊙ and ages from 1.5 to 100 Myr. About 33% of the stars from Wichmann's list have ages younger than 10 Myr and can be members of the Taurus-Auriga SFR.
Owing to this work, there is a sample of 74 magnetically active stars toward the Taurus-Auriga SFR. For all these stars, we determined such basic physical parameters as the luminosities, radii, masses, and ages. For 52 objects we know the rotation periods. Improving the evolutionary status of these objects and investigating the possible relationship between the magnetic activity and rotation of these stars are of indubitable interest. The results of these studies will be presented in two next papers.
